
4.1 Introduction

This document is written to provide clear and unambiguous procedures for responding to cases

of suspected poor practice and/or abuse.  It aims to guide those at grassroots levels on how to

take action if there are any concerns about a child’s safety or welfare. 

Everyone has an obligation to report any concerns, suspicions, allegations or disclosures relating

to any child or adult involved in association football in Wales. The FAW also recognises that false

concerns, allegation, suspicions or disclosures can be made. However, they are rare, and a robust

complaints / disciplinary procedure will always address these. 

Concerns, suspicions, allegations and disclosures come from two main sources:

• A child approaches you with information relating to an individual’s behaviour towards

themselves or their friends
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• You become aware of an individual through first-hand knowledge or a third party (for

example through a conversation with another adult / child; through direct observations

of signs or indicators that suggest abuse; or anonymous tip-off).

Even if an incident occurs outside football but concerns a child/adult involved in football, this

should still be reported to the FAW.

The Football Association of Wales takes its legal and moral duty to protect and safeguard children

very seriously.  To assist us to undertake our duty we have developed procedures to allow

individuals to respond, record and report any concerns they may have with regards to the welfare

of a child at their club or under their care, including the establishment of :

• A National Lead Safeguarding Officer

• A network of Club, League and Area Safeguarding Officers (who will receive appropriate

training according to our Education and Training Strategy)

• Regulations and protocols (to manage safeguarding referrals)

• A Safeguarding Panel (responsible for the management of any disclosure or

referral received)

• A requirement that all clubs, in accordance with FAW procedures, take appropriate

action where any suspected abuse or poor practice arises.

The FAW will support anyone who in good faith, reports his or her concern that a colleague is or

may be abusing a child or young person, even if proved to be unfounded.

4.2 Reasons for Taking Appropriate Action

There are a number of reasons a person might need to report a concern:

• In response to something a child said

• In response to signs / suspicions of abuse

• In response to an allegation against a member of staff or volunteer; parent / guardian;

or someone outside football

• In response to bullying

• In response to a breach of a Code of Conduct / Poor Practice

• As a result of an observation of inappropriate behaviour.

(* this is not a definitive list)

4.3 Taking Appropriate Action 

There are three steps to remember when taking action with regards to concerns, suspicions,

allegations and disclosures: 

Step 1 : Respond to the concern / suspicion / allegation / disclosure

Step 2 : Record all relevant information

Step 3 : Report all relevant information
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4.4 Responding 

No matter how small your concern, share it with your Club Safeguarding Officer, FAW

Safeguarding Officer or senior colleague, who will take responsibility for deciding whether to

inform Social Services.  If no one is available or your concerns relate to the mentioned individuals,

then you must contact Social Services directly.

Remember : a child’s welfare must be paramount and at the centre of everything; their

confidence, safety and security must be assured.

4.4.1 Actions to Take

The person receiving information relating to a concern, allegation, suspicion or

disclosure should:

• React calmly so as not to frighten the child 

• Tell the child he/she is not to blame and that he/she was right to tell 

• Take what the child says seriously, recognising the difficulties inherent in interpreting

what is said by a player who has a speech disability and/or differences in language 

• Keep questions to the absolute minimum to ensure a clear and accurate understanding

of what has been said. Avoid leading the child through questioning

• Reassure the child but do not make promises of confidentiality which might not be

feasible in the light of subsequent developments

• If the child needs immediate medical treatment, take them to hospital

or ring an ambulance

• If the matter is one of sexual abuse, do not let the child bathe or shower

• Inform the parents immediately unless there is a specific reason not to i.e. the child

has named a parent as an abuser

• Make a full record of what had been said, heard and/or seen as soon as possible.

4.4.2 Actions to Avoid

The person receiving information relating to a concern, allegation, suspicion or

disclosure must not:

• Panic 

• Allow their shock or distaste to show 

• Probe for more information than is offered 

• Speculate or make assumptions 

• Make negative comments about the alleged abuser 

• Approach the alleged abuser 

• Make promises or agree to keep secrets.
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4.5 Recording Information

Information passed to the Social Services or the Police must be as helpful as possible, hence

the necessity for making a detailed record at the time of the concern, allegation, suspicion or

disclosure. 

Information should include the following:

• The nature of the allegation

• A description of any visible bruising or other injuries

• The child's account, if it can be given, of what has happened and how any bruising

or other injuries occurred

• Witnesses to the incident(s)

• Any times, dates or other relevant information

• A clear distinction between what is fact, opinion or hearsay.

It is important to record this information accurately, therefore please make use of the SG1

Safeguarding Incident Referral Form (found in the SAFEGUARDING KIT BAG).

Reporting the matter to the Police or Social Services department should not be delayed by

attempts to obtain more information. Wherever possible, referrals telephoned to the Social

Services department should be confirmed in writing within 24 hours. A record should also be

made of the name and designation of the Social Services member of staff or Police Officer

to whom the concerns were passed, together with the time and date of the call, in case any

follow-up is needed. This record should be kept safely and securely in accordance with Data

Protection legislation.

A copy of this information should be sent to the FAW Safeguarding Team via the SG1

Safeguarding Incident Referral form. 

4.6 Reporting

It is not the responsibility of anyone working under the auspices of the FAW in a paid or voluntary

capacity, or those working in affiliated organisations, to take responsibility or to decide whether

or not child abuse or the abuse of trust is taking place. However, there is a responsibility to protect

children in order that appropriate agencies can then make enquiries and take any necessary

action to protect them. 

The Welsh Assembly Government has adopted the United Nations Convention on the Rights of

the Child as a guide to all its work. The document ‘Children and Young People: Rights to Action

(2004)’ outlines the Welsh Assembly Governments policy for the well-being of children. The

guidance document ‘Safeguarding Children: Working together Under the Children Act 2004’

outlines how the key bodies, subject to the duty in Section 28 of the Children Act, should work

together to safeguard and promote the welfare of children. These documents can be sourced via:

http://wales.gov.uk/topics/childrenyoungpeople/publications/safeguardingunder2004act/

?lang=en



As in England, The Children Act 2004 requires each local authority in Wales to establish a Local

Safeguarding Children’s Board (“LSCB”), which brings together representatives of each of the

main agencies and professionals responsible for helping to protect children from abuse and

neglect. The core functions of an LSCB are set out in the Local Safeguarding Children Boards

(Wales) Regulations 2006. The Children Act prescribes the following as partners in Safeguarding

Boards:

• Local Authority

• Chief Officer of Police

• Local Probation Board

• Youth Offending Team

• Local Health Board

• NHS Trust providing services in the area of the authority

• Governor or director of any secure training centre within the area

• Governor or director of any prison in the area.

The All Wales Child Protection Procedures 2008 provide common standards to guide child

protection practice for every Local Safeguarding Children Board in Wales – see www.awcpp.org.uk

Remember it is your responsibility to report your concerns, not act on them.  Speak to your Club

Safeguarding Officer or the FAW Safeguarding  Officer who will:

• listen to you

• support you

• take all concerns seriously

• act immediately according to the FAW’s policies and procedures.

The guides below set out the course of action an individual in receipt of a concern, allegation,

suspension or disclosure must follow: 
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Diagram A: Reporting and Managing Poor Practice or Possible Abuse
(in relation to concerns about a member of staff or volunteer within football)

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT THE BEHAVIOUR OF A MEMBER OF STAFF OR VOLUNTEER?

YES

YES

Contact CSO
•

Complete a record of the
incident on a SG1 Safeguarding

Incident  Referral Form
•

If concern amounts to possible
abuse, CSO to follow CSO Reporting

Procedures (see Diagram B)
•

If poor practice, CSO shall
either follow club procedures for

a first report of poor practice
and submit to Area Safeguarding
Officer (ASO) for information only

or seek further advice from the
ASO (see Diagram B).

NO

Poor Practice Possible Abuse

Ensure child is safe
•

If he/she needs medical treatment,
seek this straight away

•
If matter is not urgent, record
details on a SG1 Safeguarding

Incident Referral Form and
submit to your CSO as soon as

practically possible
•

CSO will follow procedures as set
out in Diagram B.

Report your referral to the FAW
Safeguarding Officer via a SG1

Safeguarding Incident Referral Form
•

Ensure you record all relevant
details, including the name

and contact details of the persons
spoken to at Social Services/Police.

The FAW may need to speak
to these persons at a later date.

FAW Safeguarding Officer to carry
out investigation and refer to the

FAW Safeguarding Panel
•

See Diagram B regarding
possible outcomes.

Ensure child is safe
•

If he/she needs medical treatment,
take child to hospital or phone

for an ambulance. Inform the doctor
of your concerns

•
Inform the parent/guardian
immediately unless you have

specific reason not to
•

Contact the Police (who have
dedicated Child Protection Teams)
or Social Services who will advise

whether a formal referral is needed
•

Follow their advice regarding
next steps

•
Contact details for various Social

Services can be found on the
Safeguarding pages of the FAW

website – www.faw.org.uk

Do your concerns amount to poor practice or possible abuse?*

If you become aware of poor practice or possible child abuse ensure you:

Stay calm
•

Reassure child if present, he/she is not to blame and he she was right to tell
•

Keep questions to a minimum
•

Don’t make promises
•

Secure immediate safety of child/children

Are you able to contact your Club Safeguarding Officer (CSO) / FAW?

*Guidance: Is conduct likely to constitute poor practice or abuse?

Abuse is defined as the following 5 categories; physical, sexual, neglect, emotional
or bullying.

Poor practice relates to when the needs of children are not given priority, thus
compromising their welfare. These can include excessive training, continuous
preferential treatment, allowing concerning practice to go unnoticed, ridiculing
children for making mistakes, ignoring health and safety guidelines, failing to
adhere by Codes of Conduct, placing children in uncomfortable and vulnerable
situations with adults.

It is vital that all concerns or suspicions of poor practice are recorded and reported,
as may only be able to distinguish between poor practice and abuse after a
collation of relevant information.
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Diagram B: Reporting and Managing Poor Practice or Possible Abuse:
Procedures for Club Safeguarding Officers 

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT OR HAVE YOU RECEIVED CONCERNS REGARDING THE BEHAVIOUR
OF A MEMBER OF STAFF OR VOLUNTEER?

YES

YES
Make a factual record of all events
using SG1 Safeguarding Incident

Referral Form
•

Follow club procedures for a first
report of poor practice and submit a

copy of the SG1 Safeguarding
Incident Referral Form to your Area

Safeguarding Officer (ASO) for
information only

•
If unsure of what action to take,

seek further advice from your ASO
or FAW Safeguarding Officer if not

available.

Where appropriate,
the ASO will either:

Give advice for the CSO to action
•

Monitor behaviour of individual
or club

•
Gather additional evidence

•
Refer concerns to the FAW

Safeguarding Officer for advice

Where appropriate, contact will be
made and action taken by:

Club committee
•

Area Association Disciplinary
Committee

(Right of Appeal outlined in the
Club’s Complaints and Disciplinary

Procedures or  Area Football
Association handbook)

NO

Take child to hospital or phone
for an ambulance. Inform the doctor

of your concerns.

Inform the parent/guardian
immediately unless you have specific

reason not to.

Refer to the FAW Safeguarding Officer who will contact the necessary agencies
•

If unavailable, contact Police (who have dedicated Child Protection Teams) or
Social Services for investigation. They will advise regarding contacting parents.

Ensure you make a factual record of events using a SG1 Safeguarding Incident
Referral Form

•
Forward a copy of the information recorded, including action taken to the FAW

Safeguarding Officer who will take appropriate action
•

Record  the name and contact details of the persons spoken to at Social
Services / Police. The FAW may need to speak to these persons at a later date.

Possible Outcomes:

Policy inquiry
•

Criminal proceedings
•

Civil Proceedings

Regardless of the action taken by external agencies, the FAW Safeguarding
Officer will investigative/undertake a risk-assessment. In line with FAW Welfare

Regulations, the FAW may impose an interim suspension.

Case referred to the FAW Safeguarding Panel for: 

a) future consideration or
b) final decision

(Right of Appeal outlined in the FAW handbook)

Possible Outcomes: 

Advice and/or warning as to future conduct
•

Further support and/or training required
•

Supervision and/or monitoring put in place
•

Suspension
•

No case to answer

If you become aware of poor practice or possible child abuse ensure you:

Stay calm • Reassure child if present • Don’t make promises

Keep questions to a minimum • Secure immediate safety of child /children

Do the concerns amount to poor practice or possible abuse?

Poor Practice/Alleged breach
of FAW Codes of Conduct

Possible Abuse

Need medical attention?
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Diagram C : Reporting and Managing concerns about either a parent
or carer outside the immediate football environment  

ARE YOU CONCERNED THAT A CHILD/YOUNG PERSON MAY BE SUBJECT TO ABUSE OUTSIDE THE FOOTBALL ENVIRONMENT? 

YES

Is the young person in immediate need of medical attention?

YES NO

Call 999
•

Explain to the doctor that the concern relates
to child protection

Refer the concerns to Social Services or the Police who will advise you what to do in the situation.

Contact your Club Safeguarding Officer and report the situation and action you have taken.

Make record on the SG1 Safeguarding Incident Referral Form, including any action to date.  Make a copy an forward to the:

Police / Social Services (if requested to do so)
•

Your Club Safeguarding Offficer
•

FAW Safeguarding Officer

Remember:

• Maintain confidentiality on a need to know basis only

• Ensure the nominated Safeguarding Officer follows up with Social Services

• If the concerns are about someone who also plays a role within sport, then the

nominated Safeguarding Officer should inform the FAW Safeguarding Team.

If you do not know who to turn to for advice or are worried about sharing your concerns with a

senior colleague, you should contact the Social Services direct (or the NSPCC on 0808 800 5000,

or Childline on 0800 1111).



4.7 Sharing Concerns with Parents

There is always a commitment to work in partnership with parents or carers where there are

concerns about children. Therefore, in most situations, it would be important to talk to parents

or carers to help clarify any initial concerns. For example, if a child seems withdrawn, there may

be a reasonable explanation; he/she may have experienced an upset in the family, such as a

parental separation, divorce or bereavement.

4.8 When it is Not Appropriate to Share Concerns with Parents?

There are circumstances in which a child might be placed at even greater risk if concerns are

shared (e.g. where a parent or carer may be responsible for the abuse or not able to respond to

the situation appropriately). In these situations or where concerns still exist, any suspicion,

allegation or incident of abuse must be reported to the person in charge as soon as possible

and recorded. Advice and guidance should be sought from the local Social Services Officer

with respect to consulting with parents.

4.9 The Role of Social Services

Social Services have a statutory duty under The Children Act 2004, to promote the welfare of

children and work with the LSCB to comply with its procedures. When a child protection referral is

made, the Social Services staff have a legal responsibility to investigate. This may involve talking to

the child and family, and gathering information from other people who know the child. Enquiries

may be carried out jointly with the Police. If action needs to be taken urgently and out of office

hours, then the Police will deal with the enquiry sensitively and effectively.

4.10 Support for the Reporter of Suspected Abuse

It is acknowledged that feelings generated by the discovery that a member of staff or volunteer

is, or may be, abusing a child will raise concerns among other staff or volunteers. This includes the

difficulties inherent in reporting such matters.

The FAW will fully support all staff/volunteers, who in good faith (without malicious intent), reports

his or her concern about a colleague's practice or the possibility that a child may be experiencing

abuse. It will protect the identity of the individual reporting the concern and ensure that the

information is dealt with in a professional and confidential manner.

4.11 Seek Advice

On occasions the nominated Safeguarding Officer may be informed of situations where there is

uncertainty about whether the allegation constitutes abuse or not and therefore is unclear about

what action to take. There may be circumstances where allegations are about poor practice rather

than abuse but those responsible should always consult senior colleagues and gain advice from

Social Services, Police or the NSPCC (Help Line number: 0808 800 5000) if there is any doubt.

This is because it may be just one of a series of other instances which together cause concern.
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4.12 Expert Advice

If you are not sure what to do, you can obtain advice by telephoning the local Social Services

department and speak to the duty worker, or call the NSPCC 24-hour free phone Helpline on

0808 800 5000. The Police also have specially trained child protection teams who will give

guidance and support, and deal with out-of-office-hours enquiries when Social Services

are not available.

4.13 Confidentiality

Every effort should be made to ensure that confidentiality is maintained for all concerned.

Information shall be handled and disseminated to the following people, where relevant:

• The FAW Safeguarding Team  

• The parents/guardian of the person who is alleged to have been abused

• The person making the allegation

• Social Services/Police

• Designated officers within the governing body of sport (e.g. the Safeguarding Panel)

• The alleged abuser (and parents if the alleged abuser is a child)*.

*Seek Social Services advice on who should approach the alleged abuser.  Information shall be stored in a secure place with limited
access to designated people, in line with data protection laws (e.g. that information is accurate, regularly updated, relevant and secure).

4.14 FAW Reporting Structure

• The majority of poor practice concerns can be dealt with by the club or with support

and guidance from the Area Football Association, and may be subject to Area Association

disciplinary/misconduct procedures

• Child abuse cases having already been dealt with by the statutory agencies,

will be investigated by the FAW Safeguarding Officer and may be referred to the

Safeguarding Panel.

4.15 FAW Welfare Regulations 

In all matters where there is statutory agency involvement, the FAW will take responsibility for

the investigation process. As part of this process the FAW shall make an immediate decision

about whether any individual accused of abuse should be temporarily suspended from all

football activity in accordance with the Welfare Regulations pending further Police and Social

Services inquiries.

Area Safeguarding Officer

FAW Safeguarding Team Safeguarding Panel

Club Safeguarding Officer

League Safeguarding Officer

Police/Social Services
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All such orders shall be reviewed by the Safeguarding Panel, who may ratify or remove such

order, or make any other order as it considers appropriate.

Irrespective of the findings of the Social Services or Police inquiries, the FAW shall refer such

matters to the Safeguarding Panel who shall determine the investigation plan for the matter.

At the conclusion of this investigation, the Safeguarding Panel may:

• Refer the matter to be dealt with under the disciplinary section of the FAW Rules

• Determine whether the suspension should be continued whilst the disciplinary

process is on-going

• Determine that no further action should be taken and lift the suspension imposed

with immediate effect

• Consider what support may be appropriate to children, parents and members of staff. 

Use of Helplines, support groups and open meetings will maintain an open culture

and help the healing process. The British Association of Counselling Directory may be

a useful resource

• Consider what support may be appropriate to the alleged perpetrator of the abuse.

The Safeguarding Panel’s decision on whether to permanently suspend an individual shall be

based on the balance of probability, i.e. whether it is more likely than not the allegation is true.

The welfare of children shall remain paramount.

4.16 ISA

The Football Association of Wales has a legal obligation to refer to the Independent Safeguarding

Authority (ISA), anyone it removes from Regulated Activity, where they have harmed or pose a risk

of harm to a child as a result of an investigation of an allegation.  The FAW will carry out the

referral on behalf of its clubs, therefore it is important that any incidents or allegations are

reported to the FAW (via the SG1 Safeguarding Incident Referral Form).

4.17 Appeals

An appeals procedure shall be available to anyone who has been subject to the Safeguarding

Panel (except for when the decision relates to an Interim Suspension Order).  Anyone who wishes

to appeal the decision must do so in writing, to the FAW Head of Compliance, FAW, 11/12

Neptune Court, Vanguard Way, Cardiff, CF24 5PJ within 10 working days of the date of notification

of the decision appealed against.  The appeal must identify the specific decision(s) being appealed

and set out the grounds of appeal and the reasons why it would be substantially unfair not to alter

the decision.  For further information regarding fees and the FAW Disciplinary Appeal Panel, please

contact the FAW Discipline Team.

4.18 Allegations of Previous Abuse

Allegations of abuse may be made some time after the event (e.g. by an adult who was abused as a

child or by a member of staff who is still currently working with children). Where such an allegation
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is made, the FAW shall follow the procedures as detailed above, and report the matter to the Social

Services or the Police. This is because other children, either within or outside sport, may be at risk

from this person.

4.19 Whistle-Blowing

Staff, volunteers, coaches, match officials, parents and other juniors may be the first to have

concerns about a child's safety and welfare. However, they may be reluctant to express their

concerns as speaking up may be difficult. They may also fear harassment or victimisation. In

these circumstances it may seem easier to ignore the concern rather than report what may just

be a suspicion of poor practice. When individuals feel unable to follow the normal reporting

procedures or have already followed the procedure and consider that the issues have not been

adequately addressed, they are encouraged to contact the FAW Safeguarding Team.

This process, known as "whistle-blowing", enables individuals to share their concerns, in

confidence with the Safeguarding Team without fear of victimisation, subsequent discrimination

or disadvantage. All concerns will be taken seriously and managed accordingly within the FAW

Safeguarding Policy, Procedures and Practices.

The FAW will fully support and protect those, who, in good faith, report their concerns that

someone has demonstrated poor practice or has abused, or may be, abusing a child. The FAW

will do its best to protect the identity of the whistle-blower when they raise a concern and do

not want their name to be disclosed. However, depending on the seriousness of the allegation,

particularly when it may be necessary to seek advice or inform the Police or Social Services, it

may not be possible to keep the source of the information hidden. The individual will be given

prior notice of this and a chance to discuss the consequences. The FAW will ensure that support

is available both during and following an incident or allegation.

In cases where you are required to take immediate steps regarding a serious incident of abuse, or

you do not feel able to disclose your concerns to the FAW Safeguarding Team, an individual must

contact the Police, Social Services or the NSPCC.
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